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Background and Objective
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Insulation Problem at Coil-end in 
Inverter-fed Motors

Nowadays, inverter fed drives have been widely used to control.
But these drives using PWM have adverse effects on the insulation system.
The most serious insulation-issue is related to SG system equipped with the 
stator coil end.
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Recent progress enables the 
measurement and the computation 
of the transient potential profile 
along SG system. 

When corona discharge occurs, active species and UV rays 
are generated and the insulating material will be damaged.

How high is the “threshold field” for the corona 
inception on SG system ? 

Insulation Problem at Coil-end in 
Inverter-fed Motors



Corona inception in SG system

 Corona may occur 
 in voids in main 

insulation 
(not so serious)

 above CAT edge
 on edge of stator 

core 

The critical field for corona inception
on SG system is investigated/discussed

with model bar-coil.



Measuring Method of Corona Inception 
Field
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1. Repetitive surface corona inception voltage (RSPDIV) 
is measured by observing light emission from corona

From corona current signal, it is difficult to distinguish corona inside 
bar-coil (mica main insulation)  and that on the surface of bar-coil.

2. The potential distribution is measured/calculated  
under such condition that  RSPDIV is applied to the 
central strands.

1. Measurement by Pockels sensor 
2. Computation with FEM (comsol ®)



Overview of Potential Profile along 
Bar-coil
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Typical PWM waveform includes
1. Modulation frequency component  (50Hz)
2. Carrier frequency  and its harmonics (several 

kHz) components
3. Repetitive surge (~up to several MHz 

component)

PWM waveform



 CAT and main insulation consist a cascaded RC circuit, which has Low-pass 
filtering characteristics 

 In the measured bar, low frequency components  less than hundreds kHz 
penetrate to SGT region.  

 According to analytical solution of distributed circuit, penetration length is 
S: cross section of CAT,
: conductivity of CAT, 
C: capacitance of CAT to stranded conductor per unit length

fC
S
π
σ





Wavetail at each surge, high-E is  
formed at CAT edge

 In the wavefront of surge, high-E 
is formed at stator edge

Charge accumulates in SGT 
in accordance with 
modulation frequency (50Hz)



RSPDIV Measurement11



Measuring System

light guide

to PMT

• Surface corona discharge was observed by a PMT (Hamamatsu R928)
• To reduce electromagnetic interference, the PMT was located 1m away from 

the bar, and the light is guided by a 10mm-diameter fiber optic bundle set 5 mm 
away from the measured bar-coil 

• The light emission from 20-mm diameter circle on the bar-coil was detected by 
the PMT.

Oscilloscope

Light guide

PMT

Photo multiple detector



Definition of RSPDIV

 Due to spike-shape noise in amplifying circuit of PMT, it is hard to 
find when the first corona occurs.

 Following IEC 61934TS, repetitive surface PDIV was measured:  The 
voltage where a partial discharge occurs with 50% probability in a 
cycle/impulse.

From 
IEC61394TS



Coil-bar and Number of Sample

Item Size [mm]
Cross-section of Strands 3.7x33.7

Thickness of Main Insulation 2.1
Thickness of CAT 0.14

Length of CAT 60
Length of CAT Overlapped by 

SGT
30

Thickness of SGT 0.48
Length of SGT 100

Length of Mock Stator Core 50

 4 faces of the bar-coil 
were observed.

#4#3

33.7mm
3.7m

#1 #2



Applied Waveform

 50Hz sin voltage   …. No discharge was observed.
 1kHz sin voltage
 1kHz square (~16s in rise time) voltage
 Repetitive impulse voltage



Surface Partial Discharge 

13kV Impulse voltage
(140% of RSPDIV)  

11.8kV square voltage
(180% of RSPDIV)   

Corona easily occurred from the 
edge of mock stator core (made of 
metallic film for convenience of 
Pockels measurement).



Measured RSPDIV

Around  20%  individual difference.
Impulse > 1kHz AC sin  voltage  >  16us risetime square votlage
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Estimation of RSPDIE18



RSPDIE Measurement with Pockels sensor
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 Transient change in potential 
distribution was measured by 
Pockels sensor.  But….



Table 1. Fundamental Characteristics of measuring system
Term Specification

Respondable 
frequency range 

0.001Hz to 1GHz

Cut-off spatial 
frequency, f70

0.14 cycle/mm for measuring potential
0.04 cycle/mm for estimating potential gradient

Measurable minimum 
rise-length 

2.5mm, for measuring potential 
7.9 mm,  for estimating potential gradient

Measurable voltage 
range

-20kV to 20kV 

Measuring error Around 5%

• Transient change of electric field distribution around bar-
coil was computed by the Finite Element Method (FEM)

• Measured result with Pockels sensor may support the 
validity check of the computation. 

q y
But, due to the limitation of spatial resolution, it is hard to 
quantitatively discuss the electric field.



Computed Electric Field 

At t= 0.6ms, the 
maximum field reaches 
620V/mm.

At this time,  FWHM (full 
width of half maximum) 
of such high-E region is 
5.0mm

80% of Emax was kept 
from 0.45 to 0.78 ms.



“RSPDIE” for each waveform

Emax(=PD inception field, RSPDIE) depends on the waveform.

Repetitive Imp. > Square wave of 16us risetime >  1kHz AC sin
1.3kV/mm                        0.82kV/mm                       0.62kV/mm

Instantaneous Electric field profiles when E takes maximum.



“RSPDIE” for each waveform
 For inception of corona discharge, 

 Supply of initial electron 
resulting in  “time lag” and “impulse ratio”

 Growth of electron avalanche     
it needs a certain volume of high field region.

short!

Small !

High



Field Enhancement 

 620V/mm (RSPDIE for AC 1kHz) is only 25% of 
critical field Ecr of ionization in atmospheric air.

 Even taking the effect of residual space charge in the 
previous half cycle of opposite polarity into account ,

it is only half of the critical field Ecr. 



Field Enhancement

 The location of corona 
inception hardly changes.

 No specific defect or 
protrusion could be recognized. 

 Defects within the SG 
structure (delaminations, etc.) 
may cause field enhancement 
on SG surface.500 m



Conclusion

 Repetitive surface partial discharge inception voltage 
(RSPDIV) of a stator bar was measured by observing light 
emission from PD.

 From the measured RSPDIV,  RSPDIE ( maximum 
potential gradient under RSPDIV) was  computed based 
on FEM. 

 The RSPDIE on the CAT/SGT interface depends on 
waveform. 

 Under ac 1kHz, it is  25% of  critical field for gas 
ionization, Ecr.    

 Field enhancement factor due to the “defect” in 
fabrication was 2.0, and the residual space charge also 
enhanced the electric field twice.


